
NEW 128BIT  
TO.GO ARC TRANSMITTERS

OUR WELL ESTABLISHED TO.GO TRANSMITTERS ARE NOW EVEN BETTER,  
WITH OUR SUPER-SECURE 128BIT ADVANCED ROLLING CODE TECHNOLOGY.

ARC: HIGHER LEVELS 
OF SECURITY AND 
REASSURANCE.

Thanks to the length of its 
transmitted code, our new 128bit 
Advanced Rolling Code (ARC)
transmitters offer maximum 
security. 

In comparison to the old 64bit rolling 
code, the new technology offers a 
transmitter that is virtually impossible 
to clone.

Cloning the rolling code signal of your 
access control products has become 
big news in the UK and Europe, with 
criminal gangs and mindless thieves 
gaining access to your property. 

Take back control with our new ARC 
technology, protecting you, your 
family, and your home.

DESIGN CHANGE,  
INSIDE AND OUT.

Along with intelligent and innovative 
electronics, the housing of the TO.GO 
has been modified for an improved 
feel and usability. The slightly smaller 
transmitter sports a new keyring 
holder but maintains the established 
style of the TO.GO family.

A NEW ERA FOR TO.GO. 

433.92Mhz - Rolling Code
The 64bit TO.GOWV will be replaced 
by TO.GOA. 2 button and 4 button 
versions available.

433.92Mhz - Dip Switch
The 64bit TO.GOWP will be replaced 
by TO.GOAK. 2 button and 4 button 
versions available.

868Mhz Rolling Code Transmitters 
will remain the same.

TO.GO2QV (64 bit)  
2 Channel Rolling Code
 
TO.GO4QV (64 bit)  
4 Channel Rolling Code

LETS GET TECHNICAL. 

Because the new technology is only 
present in the transmitter, all our 
receivers are already compatible 
with the new 128bit ARC technology, 
including the well established  
ONE.2WB receiver.

Once a receiver has its first stored 
transmitter, that receiver is fixed to 
that type of code. This means you 
cannot use the new 128bit transmitters 
on a receiver that already holds 64bit 
transmitters.

A NEAT SOLUTION.
The solution is our new TO.GOVA DUAL 
CODE transmitter. With its distinctive 
green buttons, use as a 128bit ARC 
transmitter straight out of the box, or 
with a simple two button sequence, 
turn the transmitter into a 64bit remote, 
suitable for use with older equipment.

TO.GO2VA  
DUAL CODE 128bit or 64bit  
2 channel transmitter

TO.GO4VA
DUAL CODE 128bit or 64bit  
4 channel transmitter

TO.GO>>

Look out for the ARC label clearly  
marked on compatible kit boxes.

*  TO.GO2VA 2 button transmitters will be in all kit 
boxes from 1st October 2016.
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